
WRITING A SIX PAGE ESSAY OUTLINE

The following outline is for a page paper discussing the link between Sample Thesis Statement: Because of their income
deficit (Smith, ) and general.

I've developed a worry-free formula for your academic paper or essay called the Spartan System that has been
so successful that it was printed out and taught as a curriculum by almost every English teacher I've had. Take
a deep breath, break things down, find your data, and insert it into the proper locations. Never plagiarize, but
don't be afraid to use other people's arguments to support your own. Check for grammar errors, misspellings
and punctuation errors. Make an inventory of every research you make. Use a free grammar checker such as
Edubirdie. Write your thesis statement. Brainstorming stretches your imagination and thinking capacity. As
the end of the year approaches and final assignments mount, they'll find they have to try a lot harder to not get
the work done. Minor Point 2: Unskilled work environments rarely provide healthcare or adequate injury
recovery time cite sources. That's your thesis statement. Do these: Brainstorm in a relaxed but not too relaxed
position. Hearing your work read out loud makes it easier to detect errors and see better ways of writing your
paper. A fast way to rewrite is to read aloud to yourself and make changes as you read. Minor Point 1: Mental
health problems and physical health problems are highly correlated cite sources. Plug in your topic followed
by your subtopic keywords. Sample Major Point: Employment and physical health may be a good first major
point for this sample paper. Mark each card or sheet of paper clearly with your outline code or reference, e. A
solid argument is still a solid argument whether it's two pages or 10 pages long. Get some sleep if you can!
Read the assignment sheet again to be sure that you understand fully what is expected of you, and that your
essay meets the requirements as specified by your teacher. Once you've disregarded-or been able to reduce to
the subconscious-the actual form of the paper, all that is left is the ideas. Conclude by restating your thesis
statement. Writing final papers in a hurry is a skill just like, say, painting a fence. Don't screw up Now that
you've gone through all four steps of writing a good last-minute paper, don't let stupid mistakes drop your
grade. That's where you place your thesis statement either as the first or last sentence. Make things work.
Obviously, the more time you have, the better your grade. Use a technique that suits you, e. However, the
grade you do receive may be worth the time you blew off enjoying the first warm weeks of spring, or the late
nights you spent in the bar instead of in the library. All I know is that this technique has allowed me both to
remove any sort of stress from paper-writing, and even better, given me the opportunity to put to words
concepts I'm grappling with. As they moved away from unfavorable ground, the men would defend their side,
stepping out only slightly to meet their attackers and then retreating immediately back to the safety of the
shape. Take whatever kernel of information you got from the class and narrow it down into simple statements.
If you give yourself about five hours to go through these steps, you should come away with a pretty decent
paper. Rewrite hook and thesis into a conclusion sentence. At least that's what your professor will say when
you get your paper back marked with a letter from the nether regions of the alphabet. Minor points are
subtopics within your major points. The wealthy held all the political power in Rome, and made almost all
decisions affecting the city. What Was My Secret? I could then -- and still can, when necessary -- bust out a
ten or even twenty page paper with a few days notice. With the strongest thoughts at the introduction and at
the conclusion, you make it so that the reader -- or the soldiers, as historian VD Hanson pointed out -- "might
be led by the former and pushed by the latter. In fact, the two jobs have one common technique: use a lot of
whitewash. Sample Conclusion: For this paper, a conclusion might restate the central argument the link
between lack of education and health issues and go on to connect that discussion to a larger discussion of the
U. Introduction A.


